Sustainable Washroom
Systems by FIG

Ecomatic Sugarcane Toilet Roll
Lasts as long as 6 cases of 150m mini Jumbo,
equivalent to £7.25 per case for a 150 metre
Jumbo roll!
With zero waste, the internal feed restrictor in the FIG Ecomatic dispenser which
slows down the roll & reduces usage and no theft or damage, one case of FIG
Ecomatic toilet roll lasts as long as 72 rolls of 150-metre jumbo’s AND it’s sustainable
sugarcane paper!
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Bamboo Roll Towel
Equivalent to £7.98 per case of 3,000
C-Fold Hand Towels!
With a case of 3,000 C-fold hand towels drying an average of 375 pairs of hands,
one case of the FIG Bamboo roll towel dries an average of 2,349 pairs of hands
AND you’re getting Bamboo!
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Luxury Foaming Hand Soap
With up to 4,000 doses, one refill of the FIG Luxury foam soap is
equivalent to 24 x 500 ml bottles of liquid soap!
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Lowest cost-in-use foam soap
on the market
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Variable dosage
control inside
delivers up to 4,000
doses per refill
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Email us to find out more : sabine.katelan@libertyhygiene.com

